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When we talk about humanity we mean the nature of mankind. This
gives us the act of our good will. In dead man’s path by `Chinua Achebe
the nature of man is seen from different aspects.
The short story contains the fine act of Christianity and the African
traditional culture. The base of the story is mostly irony which is
expressed in the priest word’s to Michael obi`; like WHAT I SAY; LET THE
HAWK PERCH, and LET THE EAGLE PARCH ‘. Obi is fully aware of the
culture but due to his arrogance, he believed he has acquired powers
he forgets that where they exist two different things to stand on side
by side. The path to the priest of ANI and the villagers represents
progress, peace and continuity is their source of livelihood and
shouldn’t be tempered with. Obi disregards their believe and calls it
backwardness

he

doesn’t

believe

it

when

they

say

OUR

DEAD

RELATIVES DEPART, by it and our ancestors visit us by it most
importantly, it is the path of the children coming in to be born. To
Michael obi he sworn to eradicate their cultural believe and practice
and introduce his modern together with the wife NANCY who admires
the modern methods and fantasies

on her beautiful allemande and

hibiscus gardens joined the husband in the highs against DIVINITYAND
HUMANITY. There shouldn’t be any avenge for any religion because two
culture religion co-exist not withstanding their differences because
none is absolute and move superior. They planned to modernise the up
progressive secondary school, they were idealistic and determined
Because of the previous head makers when he regarded the old and
superannuated people in their teaching filed. He accepts to make a
good job of his grand opportunity and correct their wrongs. He
accomplished his plans but it relealeted for he was dismissed and bad

record of the school existed. Humanity and divinity are two different
supernatural things that exist different none should avenge for another
in life.
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In clash of divinity humans who worship and believe in different gods are
clashing among themselves over spiritual matters. The believers in
OMOBA of IMOBI and the people who believed in GOD .the OMOBA deity
pass a judgement on people who fail to observe the sacred days of the
deity. The deity always avenge for itself in the town of OMOBA the deity
exist. Pastor UDO who was a victim in the eyes of the deity was said to
have been sleeping with women and also associating with the idol
worshipers of IMOBI town. The IMOBI people instead of allowing justice
and divinity to avenge them they took laws into their hands by sending
the pastor out of their lands.
DIMMA is another character that portrayed a strong belief in Christianity
by fixing a church programmes the days the women are forbidden to
come out by tradition to avoid seeing the spirit naked.

The women of

assembled by divine guided of about fifty or more men who were
members of the church. The OMOBA AMUZU was at the village square this
day and the women accompanied by men with their arms raw the AMOBA
AMUZU naked. The young men of AMUZU who changed to relate for this
act were restrained by OZO ELINE EZEJA but rather allow the spirit of
OMOBA to the young men of EZENAGU decided to avenge for divinity with
seventeen as their leader. He was too extreme in his respect of OMOBA

tradition they attacked reverend DIMMA and his wife. In addition to this,
they raped the reverends wife and tired her using them as a sacrifice to
ELIAMMA the goddess. They set their church on fire but MICHEAL saved
them.
FINALLY, the GOD of ASSEMBLIES OF GOD CHURCH target for their curse
and seventeen died mysteriously including those that are in support of
him.
To conclude it all, humanity shouldn’t avenge divinity, because they can
only avenge only for themselves.

